FAIRMONT SUITES, FAIRMONT HOTEL
THE HISTORIC GRAND PRIX, MONACO

Fairmont VIP Suite Race Viewing – Our
Fairmont VIP Suites offer guests the best
views over the famous Fairmont Hairpin.
Watch as the cars race down the hill from
Mirabeau Corner and break hard to tackle the
hairpin before accelerating away towards
Portier Corner. This section of the track is
highly technical, and notoriously difficult in
the wet so there are often exciting incidents
on view from this location. The atmosphere in
the Fairmont Hotel is electric as the hotel is
located in the centre of the track and the cars
race past the entrance of the hotel. When the
Historic F1 cars speed through the tunnel
underneath the hotel it practically shakes!
Each suite has been handpicked by Senate GP
to ensure our guests get the absolute best
views and includes a sheltered private balcony
for viewing, limited to just 14 guests for your
comfort. Senate GP can also offer private
track view rooms for individuals and guests
overlooking the Fairmont Hairpin. A specially
prepared 'Grand Prix' buffet luncheon is
served in the suite including a selection of
Champagne, fine wines, spirits, beers and soft
drinks.
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4* Fairmont Hotel — The Fairmont Monte Carlo is a luxury 4* hotel located in the heart of Monaco, track-side between the
sparkling Mediterranean Sea and the famous Casino of Monte Carlo. The hotel puts the principality at your doorstep. The
Fairmont is known as the 'party hotel' for the GP period, with in house parties such as the famous Nikki Beach by the rooftop
pool. A Casino, exclusive bars and two great restaurants including a Nobu are all located in the hotel. When staying at the
Fairmont all guests have access to the rooftop swimming pool where you can also see the racing. After the racing has finished
the pool side party starts.
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